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Primus Summer GasTM – LPG for warmer Temperatures  

The green gas saver 
With Summer Gas Primus introduces a new LPG gas cartridge 

with an optimized gas blend for warmer temperatures. Why 

this? Gas blends in conventional gas canisters can overpower 

the stove. This means they may reduce efficiency and you burn 

more fuel than necessary. Since Primus offers three different 

kinds of gas for different temperature ranges, Summer Gas is 

the option for temperatures of +15 to +40° Celsius. Actually it is 

triple-green: It ensures high efficiency, the gas itself and the 

metal canister are fully CO2 compensated (just like all Primus 

cartridges), and the canisters come in green colour. 

What does “overpower” mean? Some physics: LPG stands for 

Liquid Pressurized Gas. The gas inside the cartridge is liquid 

due to the pressure. In order to burn it, it has to evaporate. 

While water starts boiling at 100° C, gases used for stoves 

(butane, iso-butane and propane) have a much lower boiling 

point. Until now, manufacturers only offered one blend that 

ideally works at all temperatures. For the cold you need more 

iso-butane and propane, as they have a much lower boiling 

point. At temperatures well above zero, they evaporate much 

faster, creating higher pressure. More than needed! That is 

why they can overpower the stove (if not adjusting it precisely). It 

means: you are wasting fuel! 

Since Primus offers three different kinds of gas blends optimized for 

different temperature areas, Summer Gas is the first choice for 

warm conditions, eliminating overpowering. Primus Summer Gas 

comes in green cartridges (Winter Gas is brown, Power Gas red). It is 

available in 230 g cartridges (suggested retail price 5.45 Euro), in 

larger 450 g canisters (SRP 7.95 Euro) or in 190 g pierceable 

cartridges (SRP 2.95 Euro). For further information please visit 

www.primus.eu 
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About PRIMUS: 
Swedish company Primus has been creating products for outdoor use since 1892. They 
have been tested on expeditions by such pioneers as Fridtjof Nansen, Roald Amundsen 
and Sir Edmund Hillary. Today, Primus is known for its reliable, safe and innovative products 
that make people enjoy their outdoors adventures – both big and small. The focus is on 
creating environmentally friendly, easy to use and lightweight products. Primus AB, based in 
Solna (Sweden), is an independent part of Fenix Outdoor AB. 90% of Primus’ product range 
is sold in more than 70 countries worldwide.	  
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